
Happy Thanksgiving From Trimble
Viewpoint

Happy Thanksgiving!

And just like that, 2022 is coming to an end. This year flew by! Before we welcome a new year, we
find great importance in recognizing all that we have to be thankful for, especially with
Thanksgiving being just a few short days away.

We asked our customers in The Network what they are more thankful for this year and we had over
120 customers share a response! As we read through the submissions, we were moved by stories
of health, community and loved ones. To kick off the holiday season, we want to share some of the
responses with you!

There is so much to be thankful for!

“Thankful to be working for a great company that cares about their employees.”

–Kyle S., Robertson Construction Services

“I'm thankful to work for a company that focuses on giving back. BCS provides monthly volunteer
opportunities, and pays the employee their regular salary if the activity is during the work day. BCS



started the Twelve Days of Christmas a couple of years ago; a 12 day volunteer drive. As a
company we donated money, items and time to several charities. It went so well, we started 24
Days of Christmas to expand the number of charities we could provide for.”

–Tracy R., Building Controls and Services, Inc.

“This year I am thankful for my health and the opportunity to run a 26.2 mile marathon!”

–Amy P., O.C. McDonald Co. Inc.

Have a safe and fun holiday!

“I am thankful for GBI's commitment to their employees, allowing flexibility for me to work as well as
be a mom to my kids. Having that freedom allows me to put more effort into my job, which I love
and am so grateful to have.”

–Jennifer M., GBI

“I beat cancer!” 

–Gretchen Jeanne L., Tri Technic Inc. 

“I am thankful for my coworkers. I love the company I work for and will always be grateful for my
work family. Their knowledge, kindness, patience and creativity has helped me grow both
personally and professionally.”

–Michelle B., JHI Group Inc.

“My family, especially my new grand-daughter!!”

–Julia G., Lakewood Electric Ltd.

All of us here at Trimble Viewpoint are beyond thankful for all of you, our customers and partners in
the construction industry. We are grateful for all that you do to make the industry a better place! We
wish everyone a safe and happy Thanksgiving!
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Kati is an Associate Manager of Customer Advocacy at Trimble Viewpoint, enthusiastic about all things marketing
and construction.


